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Hi there, 
I’m Heather and I’m going to be talking to you today about the 
iPad.  I have 3 questions to answer and my first question is: 
 
1. How much time do you spend using your IPad every day? 
 
Okay, I guess I spend round about 2 hours a day using the iPad.  
This is mainly for emailing, making appointments, checking the 
internet.  But I also use it for FaceTiming with family and friends 
back in England.  At the weekend I use it less, but to be honest, it 
never leaves my side. In fact sometimes I wonder how I ever 
managed without it! 
 
The next question is: 
 
2. What are your favorite apps? 
 
Well the apps I like best are: FaceTime (which is similar to Skype) – 
great for talking to people over the net., Voice Memo which I use 
both in my lessons and to record reminders for home and work etc., 
and Dropbox – a great app for sharing files without the hassle of 
having to email attachments. Whoever has permission to enter your 
dropbox can simply go in and fish out whatever they need. It’s 
great. 
 
Okay, my last question is: 
 
3. Can the IPad replace your pc? 
 
To be honest – no it can’t.  At least not at the moment.  The iPad 
isn’t really designed to replace your pc.  Apple doesn’t want people 
to buy the iPad instead of a computer, but as an addition to a 
computer.  They simply try to position the iPad as a better 
secondary device than a netbook, while still requiring a full 
computer for setup and backups, updates etc., despite the fact that 
Apple could allow the iPad to function all by itself.  I guess we’ll 
have to wait and see what develops. 
 
This was Heather Fisher, thank you for listening.	  
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